Abstract-How to build a compact and informative training data set autonomously is crucial for many real-world learning tasks, especially those with large amount of unlabeled data and high cost of labeling. Active learning aims to address this problem by asking queries in a smart way. Two main scenarios of querying considered in the literature are query synthesis and pool-based sampling. Since in many cases synthesized queries are meaningless or difficult for human to label, more efforts have been devoted to pool-based sampling in recent years. However, in pool-based active learning, querying requires evaluating every unlabeled data point in the pool, which is usually very timeconsuming. By contrast, query synthesis has clear advantage on querying time, which is independent of the pool size. In this paper, we propose a novel framework combining query synthesis and pool-based sampling to accelerate the learning process and overcome the current limitation of query synthesis. The basic idea is to select the data point nearest to the synthesized query as the query point. We also provide two simple strategies for synthesizing informative queries. Moreover, to further speed up querying, we employ clustering techniques on the whole data set to construct a representative unlabeled data pool based on cluster centers. Experiments on several real-world data sets show that our methods have distinct advantages in time complexity and similar performance compared to pool-based uncertainty sampling methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data are being generated at unprecedented speed worldwide. For many large scale real problems, due to the high cost of data labeling, intelligent systems need not only to learn from the given data set but also to autonomously create a compact and informative training data set. One of the solutions is called active learning, which aims to achieve low generalization error using as few labeled instances as possible by intelligently querying the labels of certain unknown instances. In recent years, active learning has gained increasing interests and demonstrated its effectiveness in various applications [1] . There are two main scenarios of querying: query synthesis and pool-based sampling.
In the scenario of query synthesis, a learning system may generate a query in the form of any unlabeled instance in the input space. Early work was carried out by using membership queries [2] , which was further studied in [3] . The idea of query synthesis has also been extended to regression tasks [4] . For finite domain problems, synthesizing query may be an efficient way but labeling queries synthesized by learning systems may be difficult or impossible for human experts. For example, query images generated by learning systems for image classification and query sentences created by learning systems for language processing may have no natural meaning and thus may be unrecognizable by human oracles. An unsuccessful example of using query synthesis shows that some of the queries posed by the learning algorithm were too difficult for a person to answer reliably in a handwritten character classification task [5] .
Due to this limitation of query synthesis, most efforts have focused on pool-based sampling in recent active learning literature. In the scenario of pool-based sampling, learning systems select query points from a pool consisting of unlabeled data points according to some criterion. Typical poolbased approaches include uncertainty sampling [6] , query by committee [7] and active learning for support vector machines [8] . Recently, there have been a variety of poolbased active learning methods proposed in the literature, such as: multiple-instance active learning [9] , importance weighted active learning [10] , and active learning from crowds [11] . Pool-based active learning methods have been widely used in many real world applications (e.g., text categorization [12] , image retrieval [13] , and video search [14] ). However, poolbased sampling requires evaluating every unlabeled data points (e.g., calculating prediction posterior and computing expected error reduction). The computational cost of querying might be very high when the pool size is large.
To make querying fast and practical, we propose a new framework of active learning that combines query synthesis and pool-based sampling. As illustrated in Fig.1 , the basic idea is to select the data point nearest to the synthesized query from a compact representative unlabeled data pool as the query point. To take the speed advantage of query synthesis, we introduce two heuristic strategies for synthesizing queries: i) using the midpoint of two class centers of labeled points as the query; ii) using the midpoints of nearest neighbor pairs that have different class labels as queries. The underlying Fig. 1 . Illustration of the idea of the proposed framework. The hollow points indicate unlabeled data points and the solid points indicate unlabeled data points located at local high-density areas, also called local center points, which construct a compact unlabeled data pool. The red and green points indicate the data points with positive and negative labels respectively. At each iteration of active learning, the system synthesizes a query (orange point) according to some strategy based on labeled data points and then selects the unlabeled local center point (purple point) nearest to the synthesized query to query.
idea of both strategies is that the midpoint of those points with different labels may have the largest uncertainty and consequently querying it may gain the most information.
However, as mentioned above, the synthesized queries may be difficult or meaningless for a human oracle to label. To address this limitation, we select the nearest neighbor point of the synthesized query from an unlabeled data pool as the final query posted to oracles. Nearest neighbor search algorithms and approximate nearest neighbor search algorithms with sublinear computational complexity have been well studied over years [15] .
Moreover, to query representative points and speedup querying, we exploit clustering techniques on the whole data set as preprocess of active learning to construct a compact and representative unlabeled data pool based on local center points. The effectiveness of using clustering algorithms in active learning has been demonstrated in [16] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the proposed approach in details; experimental results are reported in Section III; Section IV concludes this work.
II. METHOD
In this section, we present our framework of active learning that combines query synthesis and pool-based sampling, and strategies to synthesize queries in details.
A. The Framework
Suppose that we have a data set
observations of a -dimension random variable X. The initial labeled data and unlabeled data are denoted by and respectively. Obviously ∪ = and ∩ = ∅.
First, we use clustering techniques (e.g., k-means) to process the original data set. In this process, is partitioned into
}, where ∩ = ∅ for any ∕ = and = ⊎ =1 . Each cluster consists of a group of data points that are similar to each other (low intracluster distances and high inter-cluster distances). For cluster (1 ≤ ≤ ), its centroid (cluster mean vector ) C can be calculated by
Then, the data point X C nearest to C in can be found by nearest neighbor search strategies. We therefore obtain a set comprising unlabeled data points nearest to centroids
Note that | | = and ⊂ . With clustering techniques, a set of clusters { 1 , 2 , ..., } and their best representation can be obtained to represent the general distribution of . If the label of centroid C is given, it will provide important information for the labels of data points in . We therefore generate queries from in our approach. After constructing a compact and representative unlabeled data pool by pre-clustering, the system initiates a circle between the oracle and the learner to obtain a hypothesis ℎ. At each iteration, the system synthesizes an example according to some strategy, which will be introduced in the next subsection, and then searches its nearest neighbor in the pool and queries to the oracle. After obtaining the label of the query, the system updates the labeled set and unlabeled pool and continues to the next iteration until some stop criterion is satisfied. Algorithm 1 shows the complete procedure.
The proposed approach can overcome the issue of meaningless queries by using their nearest neighbors instead. As to computational complexity, since query synthesis only works on a small set of labeled data, most computational cost of
Algorithm 1
The proposed framework of active learning.
Require:
-Labeled data set, 1 = ; -Unlabeled data set; -Number of clusters; -Number of iterations Ensure:
Query 8:
+1 = + , +1 = − 10: end for 11: return ℎ querying is on the nearest neighbor search. The computational complexity of the linear search is ( ), where is the size of the pool and is the dimensionality. For large scale data sets, fast approximate nearest neighbor search algorithms can be used. Since the size of the compact pool is smaller than the original data set, the proposed approach is computationally efficient and practical for large scale problems.
B. Strategies of Query Synthesis
We introduce two simple and practical strategies of query synthesis in this subsection. The first one is generating the midpoint of two class centers of labeled points as queries, named centroid generation. The second one is generating the midpoints of nearest neighbor pairs that have different class labels as queries, named neighbor generation.
1) Centroid Generation: Suppose + represents the positive examples in , and − represents the negative examples in . The centroid of the positive data set is given by
The centroid of the negative data can be calculated similarly. We then synthesize a new example with the midpoint of C + and C − by
Algorithm 2 specifies the implementation of this strategy. Although this strategy is very simple and easy to implement, it has a potential disadvantage that synthesized queries may be always close to the centroid of the entire labeled data points and the learner may be under the risk of ignoring valuable discriminant information far from the centroid.
2) Neighbor Generation: As to neighbor generation, we first execute the nearest-neighbor search on , so that a pair of data points is obtained for each data point in . From these | | pairs, those having opposite labels are selected to create the set of opposite-neighbor-pairs (O-N-Pairs). Let {X + , X − } be an O-N-Pair, we can synthesize queries by
Algorithm 2 Centroid generation strategy = ℎ ( , ).
Require:
-Labeled data set Ensure:
1: Obtain C + and C − ; 2:
We can see, from Algorithm 3, that the time complexity of neighbor generation depends on the size of labeled set. As the size of the labeled set grows, the time cost of O-NPairs search will become expensive. In order to overcome this disadvantage, we present an approximate O-N-Pairs Search, which is shown in Algorithm 4. The time complexity of this approximate algorithm depends on the size of the neighborhood of the ( − 1) ℎ query, which is a constant denoted by . Therefore, the time complexity of neighbor generation decreases to ( ).
Algorithm 3 Neighbor generation strategy
-Labeled data set; is a queue structure storing O-N-Pairs Ensure:
if the label of X is opposite to that of X then 4: -Labeled data set; -Neighborhood of the ( − 1) ℎ query; ( 1 = ); is a queue structure storing O-N-Pairs Ensure:
if X is opposite to X then 4: ℎ ( , (X , X )) 
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the experimental results to demonstrate the performance of the proposed active learning framework compared with random sampling and pool-based uncertainty sampling on various data sets from UCI machine learning repository [17] as well as MNIST database of handwritten digits [18] . For the sake of convenience, active learning framework with centroid generation and neighbor generation are denoted by C-C and C-N respectively.
We used nearest neighbor classifiers as the common learner for all algorithms and evaluated their performance against the size of labeled set through iterations. In each round of iteration, every algorithm selected one example from the unlabeled set using different strategies. The random sampling method selected data points randomly to ask for label. In uncertainty sampling, five nearest labeled neighbors of each unlabeled data point constructed the voting committee. The uncertainty of each unlabeled point was measured by the vote entropy of the 5 committee members, and the most uncertain example was selected to ask for label.
In the experiments, each data set was randomly partitioned into the initial labeled data set , the test set and the unlabeled data pool , which accounted for 10%, 25% and 65% of the total size respectively. This partition process was repeated 200 times to reduce randomness. All the results shown in this section were the average values over 200 repeated experiments. For C-C and C-N, the whole data set was clustered into ⌊ /10⌋ groups using the k-means method. As mentioned in Section II, examples closest to centroids in constituted the learning pool for C-C and C-N. A PC with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (2.93GHz) and 2GB RAM with Windows XP and Matlab 2010b was used as the experimental platform.
A. Experiments on UCI Data Sets
We first investigated the performance of random sampling, uncertainty sampling, and the proposed approaches on 9 UCI data sets, which are described briefly in Table I . Fig.2 shows the curves of the average classification accuracies of each method on various UCI data sets. As we can see from the plots, our methods were superior to random sampling 2  9  958  95  623  240  spambase  2  57  4601  460  2991  1150  ionosphere  2  34  351  35  228  88  heart  2  13  270  27  175  68  wdbc  2  31  569  57  370  142  bupa  2  6  345  35  224  86  diabetes  2  8  768  77  499  192  page-blocks  5  10  5242(5473) 524  3408  1310  australian  2  14  690  69  449  172 (their learning curves dominated those of random sampling) and had similar performance as uncertainty sampling. The average CPU time costs of each round of iteration of different methods on 9 UCI data sets are shown in Table II . It is clear that our methods were superior to uncertainty sampling in terms of computational cost.
B. Handwritten Digit Recognition
Baum's query learning failed in a handwritten digit recognition task because the human oracle had difficulty understanding the synthesized image [5] . To address this problem, our algorithms query the real example closest to the synthesized example. In order to demonstrate the competence of our algorithms in vision-based recognition tasks, we conducted handwritten digit recognition experiments on MNIST database. MNIST database is a popular handwritten digit data set containing 60000 images in the training set and 10000 images in the test set (images of size 28×28). Some instances are shown in Fig.3(a) .
We conducted binary classification experiments on '3' vs. '5', '6' vs. '8' and '7' vs. '9'. In these three groups of experiments, we randomly chose 500 examples from each class to create the experimental data set. PCA was employed to reduce the dimension from 784 to 122. The partition of the data set was exactly the same as described above.
An illustration of a single iteration of our approach C-C is given in Fig.3(b) . Data points are plotted in the subspace specified by the first two principal components. Some O-NPairs and their synthesized queries according to our approach C-N are shown in Fig.3(c) . Similar to the work by Baum, the synthesized examples were a bit tricky to understand. However, instead of using the synthesized examples directly, we queried their nearest neighbors, which were normal examples and easily recognizable.
The comparison of accuracy is shown in Fig.4 . Time consumption is shown in Table III. In the classification tasks of '3' vs. '5' and '7' vs. '9', the accuracies of C-C and C-N both outperformed uncertainty sampling, while the time cost was much smaller. Experimental results show that our algorithms are not only practical but also competitive against pool-based uncertainty sampling methods, which have been widely used in practice. IV. CONCLUSION We proposed a new framework of active learning that combines query synthesis and pool-based sampling. The basic idea is to select the data point nearest to the synthesized query from a compact representative unlabeled data pool as the query point. The proposed approaches not only enjoy the speed advantage of query synthesis but also make the queries reasonable and meaningful for human oracles to label. Furthermore, we provided two efficient strategies for synthesizing queries and employed clustering techniques to construct a compact representative unlabeled data pool. Experimental results on several realistic data sets indicate that the proposed methods outperformed the random sampling method and had distinct speed advantage and similar performance compared to poolbased uncertainty sampling methods.
